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near the end of her life helen
wrote her reminiscences of life
among the early latter day saints
she relayed her experiences of
the momentous the missouri per
secutions the very beginnings of
polygamy the exodus from nauvoo and the sojourn at winter
quarters she also wrote much of
daily living family life friendships dancing and sabbath day
observance her narrative provides
a womans
comans view of the ordinary
and the extraordinary in early mormon history
reminiscing from the distance
of four decades makes for memory
problems but helen mar whitneys
Whit neys
whitneyt
narrative benefits from her us
of letters and diaries of her father
and others also the retrospective
position from which she wrote
allowed for mature reflection and
enabled her to see life lessons in
her past experiences for example
she wrote the experience had at
winter quarters taught me that it
was only through obedience and
great humiliation more especially
through fasting and prayer that we
could obtain any great manifestations from on high or the power
to enable us to overcome the
adversary
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helens reminiscences were
womans
published serially in the comans
exponent from 1880 to 1886 the
fels provide us the service
holzapfels
Holzap
of pulling together into one book
all the scattered installments from
this practically inaccessible periodical in appendixes the editors
also provide whitneys
Whit neys autobiograwhitneyt
phy and her obituary written by
her friend emmeline B wells an
introductory essay accompanied

by a number of photographs invites the reader into the book
mark ashurst mcgee

obe rhetoric of church and
ohe
the
state A critical analysis of religion clausejurisprudence
clause jurisprudence by
frederick mark gedicks duke
university press 1995

this book written by a BYU law
professor is sure to command the
attention of those with an interest in first amendment religious
issues legal history or legal and
political philosophy especially
regarding church and state
the author sees a major crisis in
religion clause jurisprudence the

supreme courts doctrine of

church and state is grounded in
two distinct and conflicting discourses the first is religious com
munitarianism which dominated
supreme court decisions until the
middle of the twentieth century
Comm
communitarianism
unitarianism is generally
respectful accommodating and
supportive of traditional judeo
fudeo
christian values the second discourse is secular individualism
which developed in the 1950s
now the prevailing doctrine of the
court secular individualism takes a
more critical stance toward religion relegating it to the role of a
purely private institution toward
which government is to remain
strictly neutral
gedicks argues that the courts
shift from the principles of religious communitarianism
comm unitarianism to those
of secular individualism is problematic because it has been partial
and incomplete while the court

Brie notices
brienotices
bilef
ailef
is committed to principles of secular individualism it has repeatedly

endorsed government actions that
violate those principles actions
that would be far more justifiable
under the discourse of religious
comm unitarianism back cover
communitarianism
comm unitarianism and
because communitarianism
secular individualism are fundamentally irreconcilable the court
has forced itself to diminish the
religious characteristics of practices it actually sanctions for this
reason the supreme courts religion clause doctrine has become
inconsistent convoluted ineffecdis
disrespected
tive and as a result respected
disrespecter
ile in
he
the solution does not lie
attempting to fix what is broken
the current court doctrine lacks
both popular support and internal
consistency and is therefore beyond repair the answer that gedicks
proposes is to develop an entirely
new discourse that would first
attract popular support and second protect a meaningful measure
of religious freedom back cover
gedicks does not articulate precisely what this new discourse
should be that would require
another book
this work succeeds brilliantly in
doing what it set out to accomplish the reader is left fully aware
of how the supreme court got
itself into its current predicament
regarding church and state
matthew R connelly
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